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Abstract. We are developing an AI assistance platform that enables
children to create mobile applications. The platform is based on the
MIT App Inventor and allows kids to easily edit the interface and func-
tionality of the components of their app. By using textual commands,
kids can make changes to their mobile application without needing to
have a technical background in programming. The goal of the platform
is to empower children with the ability to create their own mobile ap-
plications and foster their creativity and problem-solving skills in a fun
and interactive way.
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1 Introduction

The recent development of AI has been nothing short of revolutionary, drasti-
cally changing the way we live and interact with technology [9]. While this has
caused a degree of apprehension [6], it has also presented us with an incredi-
ble opportunity: the chance to collaborate with AI and leverage its strengths to
unlock solutions to complex problems and achieve our goals in ways that were
previously unimaginable [15,16]. Through this collaboration, AI and humans can
work together to augment each other’s capabilities and create far more efficient
and effective outcomes.

AI-human collaboration refers to the use of AI technology in combination
with human expertise to achieve a common goal [11,13,3]. In the context of pro-
gramming and software development, AI-human collaboration can take many
forms, such as text-to-code models that generate code based on human input,
or low-code platforms that allow non-technical users to build applications with
the help of AI-powered drag-and-drop interfaces [10,1,2]. There are several ben-
efits to AI-human collaboration in programming and software development. For
example, AI-powered code completion tools can assist programmers in writing
code more efficiently and accurately by suggesting code snippets, reducing syntax
errors, and completing code automatically.

In this paper, we show a development of a new feature for the MIT App
Inventor platform [17]. This feature will allow users to edit and customize their
mobile applications by providing a simple textual description. With this feature,
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users will no longer have to rely solely on programming elements to make changes
to their apps. Instead, they can easily edit and modify their apps using plain
language, making the app creation process more accessible and user-friendly.
This is a major step forward in our goal to democratize mobile app development
and empower users to create their own apps with ease [14].

2 Related work

Text-to-code models are AI-powered models that can generate code from natu-
ral language inputs, such as written descriptions or verbal commands [4]. They
use machine learning algorithms to understand the meaning of the input and
generate code that implements the desired functionality. A major example is
Copilot [4], an AI-powered code completion tool that helps programmers write
code more efficiently and accurately. Text-to-code models can be used in var-
ious applications, such as code generation for web and mobile apps, software
prototyping, and data analysis. They can also be used to automate repetitive
tasks in software development, such as generating boilerplate code for common
use cases [5]. One of the benefits of text-to-code models is that they can lower
the barrier to entry for people who are interested in learning how to code, but
have limited programming experience. By allowing users to describe what they
want to achieve in natural language, text-to-code models can help them quickly
generate working code without having to learn the intricacies of a particular
programming language. Recently, the MIT App Inventor team has been devel-
oping a new platform called Aptly [8]. Aptly lets anyone – even young students
– create original apps for tablets and smartphones by speaking in natural lan-
guage. For example, a user might type in or speak: “Create an app with a few
buttons corresponding to various languages. When I press a button, translate
what I say into the language for that button and speak the result.” Using the
verbal prompt, the platform creates a fully functional app on the user’s mobile
device.

3 Method

The editing feature uses the technology of large language models to automatically
generate mobile apps. The performance depends on the input given to OpenAI’s
Codex, referred to as “prompt”. We automatically craft a prompt by providing
a set of examples (the original code, the textual description of the desired edit,
and its modified code) along with the current app code and the user’s requested
textual edit. Such prompt engineering is referred to as few-shot prompts[12].

When a user requests edits for their app, the process is as follows: The user
provides a natural language description of their desired edit, such as “Add an-
other label that says ‘Welcome to my app!”’ or “When the button is clicked,
set the background color to blue.” The Aptly server then sends the request to
Codex to generate updated Aptly code representing the new app, much like how
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Codex

Screen1 = Screen(AppName = 'Riley', Title = 'Screen1')
Image1 = Image(Screen1, Clickable = True, Picture = 'Riley.jpg')
Label1 = Label(Screen1, Text = “Text for Label 1')

Change the text 
to “pet my dog 
Riley”

Screen1 = Screen(AppName = 'Riley', Title = 'Screen1')
Image1 = Image(Screen1, Clickable = True, Picture = 'Riley.jpg',)
Label1 = Label(Screen1, Text = 'pet my dog Riley')

Original Code

Modified Code

Screen 1

Image 1 Label 1

Click Pic text

Screen 1

Image 1 Label 1

Click Pic text

Original AST Modified AST

• Compute the minimum tree edit 
distance between the Original AST and 
the Modified AST using Zhang-Shasha
(ZSS) algorithm

• Process the transition from the original 
app to the modified app

Fig. 1. Our editing process begins when a user requests a change, such as “Change
the text to ‘pet my dog Riley’.” We feed the original code and the user’s request into
Codex, which outputs the modified code. We then use the ZSS algorithm to compare
the original code’s AST with the modified code’s AST and identify the series of changes
needed to make the edit. Once we’ve processed the edits, we arrive at the target app.

Codex is used to generate Aptly code when users create projects from natural
language descriptions.

Given the updated Aptly code, the Aptly server then computes a sequence
of edits needed to transform the original app into the updated one. Specifically,
we compute the minimum tree edit distance between the abstract syntax tree
representing the current app and the AST representing the modified app using
the Zhang-Shasha (ZSS) algorithm [18]. “Edits” can mean inserting, updating,
or deleting components or blocks (or simply keeping them the same) between
the original and modified program.

Having computed the most efficient way to transform the original program
into the modified program through a sequence of insertions, updates, and dele-
tions, we begin processing those edit events over several stages. We begin by
checking whether all of our proposed insertions of components or blocks should
actually be insertions. ZSS may have suggested deleting a component, creat-
ing a new version of that same component, and then inserting the new version
elsewhere. In these cases, we could simply move the original component (i.e.
update its parent) for increased efficiency. Next, we process deletions, check-
ing each proposed deletion against our proposed insertions to ensure we move
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components rather than deleting and re-inserting them where possible. We then
process updates such as moving components around or changing their properties,
and finally, we process insertions of new components and blocks. Having finalized
the sequence of edit events, the Aptly server sends those events to App Inven-
tor through the Real-Time Collaboration (RTC) [7] server, and App Inventor
processes those RTC operations to modify the app.

4 Result

Change the text to 
“pet my dog Riley”

Change the text 
font to 20

Fig. 2. Examples of editing the user interface of the mobile application. In the first
command, the user asks to change the label text to “pet my dog Riley”, and in the
second command, the user asks to change the font of the text to be 20 (from 14).

Any mobile application can be broken down into the user interface of the
application and the functionality of each component within the application. Our
editing feature allows for the editing of both the user interface and functionality
of mobile applications.

Figure 2 shows some simple examples of editing the user interface of the ap-
plication. As an example, a user can simply ask to change a label text to “Pet
My Dog Riley” with a single command. They can also adjust the font of the text
with another simple command. These quick and straightforward updates demon-
strate the ease with which users can manipulate their app’s visual appearance
to match their preferences.

Figure 3 shows some simple examples of editing the functionality of the com-
ponents within an application. For example, a user might change the behavior
of an image of a dog. Initially, clicking the image produces no effect. But with a
simple command, the user can now add a barking sound that triggers upon click-
ing the image. The corresponding code and blocks are automatically generated
to implement the desired behavior change.
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Screen1 = Screen(AppName = 'Riley', Title = 'Screen1')
Image1 = Image(Screen1, Clickable = True, Height = -2, Width = -2, Picture = 'Riley.jpg', 
ScalePictureToFit = True)
Label1 = Label(Screen1, FontSize = 20, Text = 'pet my dog Riley', TextAlignment = 1)
Sound1 = Sound(Screen1, Source = 'bark.mp3')

Screen1 = Screen(AppName = 'Riley', Title = 'Screen1')
Image1 = Image(Screen1, Clickable = True, Height = -2, Width = -2, Picture = 'Riley.jpg', 
ScalePictureToFit = True)
Label1 = Label(Screen1, FontSize = 20, Text = 'pet my dog Riley', TextAlignment = 1)
Sound1 = Sound(Screen1, Source = 'bark.mp3')

when Image1.Click():
call Sound1.Play()

When the button is 
clicked play Sound1

Fig. 3. An example where the user changes the functionality of when the image is
clicked. Before the edit, nothing happens when the user clicks the image of a dog. The
user commands to add a barking sound when the image is clicked. On the right side,
you can see the function is added in code level and blocks being created
.

5 Conclusion & Discussion

In this paper, we present our work on developing a cutting-edge platform that
combines the simplicity of block coding with the power of AI. Our aim is to
provide students with a user-friendly environment where they can easily edit
and modify their block code with the aid of an AI-powered feature. This feature
will streamline the coding process and provide students with suggestions and
recommendations as they code, making the development process faster and more
efficient. By leveraging the power of AI, we believe that we can empower students
to take their coding skills to the next level and create more sophisticated and
innovative applications. This work represents an important step forward in the
field of educational technology and we are excited to see the impact it will
have on students and the future of app development. Going forward, we aim
to expand the editing capability to enable users to edit more diverse aspects of
their mobile applications. In addition, we plan to conduct extensive case studies
to demonstrate the impact of AI-student collaboration in the creation of mobile
apps and how this collaboration can empower students to achieve great results.
Our goal is to unlock the full potential of this collaboration, providing a platform
for students to build their skills and create innovative, cutting-edge apps.
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